
Skinning the Cat

British Army

Lieutenant Preston

"But now, over a decade into our intervention in Afghanistan, how has the nature of 

the war changed?  Our reporter Alison Thornborough is in Helmand province."

"I'm standing in the dusty confines of the platoon house in the town of Shah Karez, 
which accommodates the International Security Assistance Force presence in the 

area, centred around a platoon from British Army regiment The Rifles. Lieutenant 
Christopher Preston is currently in charge of the effort here, a motley group of his 

Rifles, local Afghan security forces and interpreters, and combat specialists.  
Lieutenant Preston, what is your force trying to achieve here?”

“Well, we’re here to make the Afghans’ lives better.  People talk about mission creep 

and uncertainty and conflicting guidance, but at the end of the day making lives 



better is what we’re talking about here and that’s what I always keep to the 

forefront of my mind when making decisions on how to proceed.

Today, for example, and I believe you’ll be coming with us on this, we’re tabbing 

out... patrolling... to a small village nearby.  It’s a Taliban stronghold and we haven’t 

been able to get in there before, but we’ve had some human intelligence that the 

locals are fed up with roadside bombs the Taliban have planted along the main road 

in.  You see the locals don’t necessarily like the Taliban, but if they’re the only game 

in town, the Afghan government that we represent seems very powerless and 

remote to them.

So we’re going over there with an ordnance disposal team to clear some IEDs, 

showing the locals that we can do some good for them, and projecting some strength 

to show the Taliban that we’ve arrived now, this is no longer a safe haven for them.  

We have a medic who can provide some medical care for anyone who needs it, and 

I’ll be meeting with some village elders, a little ‘shura’ they call it, to find out what 

the village needs that we might be able to provide.

The situation in places like this is that there’s a lot of poverty and not many options 

for employment, so when the Taliban offer the young men of the village good money 

to plant some bombs or take some shots at ISAF troops that can be quite tempting.  

These aren’t bad guys we’re talking about, they’re the sons and fathers and 

brothers of the village, farmers and traders the other six days of the week.  We 

won’t make any friends by wiping them out and we’re not here to leave the village 

depopulated; we just want to let them see that there’s a better way.”

“Thank you, Lieutenant.”



Mission:  Clear the road of IEDs, and meet and discuss matters with the village 

elders.

Victory points:

•Each IED cleared:  4 points

•Each full round Lieutenant Preston spends talking to village elder:  3 points

•Each Local Taliban unit destroyed (by any means):  -2 points

	 Brownie points:

	 Capture insurgent commander or bomb-maker. +4

	 Rescue hostages. +6

	 Kill insurgent commander, support or heavy weapon or sniper. +5

	 Neutralise insurgent commander. +4

	 Kill other insurgent. 0

	 Treat injured insurgent. +1

	 Male talking to male civilian or female to female. +1

	 Own goals:

	 Fail to evacuate seriously wounded soldier. -2

	 Fail to evacuate dead soldier. -1

	 Kill a civilian or civilian vehicle. -1

	 A traffic collision involving a military vehicle. -1

	 Kill sheep or goats. -2

	 Kill camels or cattle. -3

	 Male soldier talking to female civilian. -1

	 Shooting at, near or over, or searching women. -2

	 Bombing a house containing insurgents. -2

	 Bombing a house not containing insurgents. -3

	 Damage or enter mosque, temple or church. -3

	 Shooting at a TV crew. -5

Double cost of own goal if there is a TV crew in line of sight.



British Army Forces

Attributes:

Initiative level:  D8

Confidence level:  Confident

Supply level:  Normal

Body armour:  Standard (1D)

Troop Quality\Morale:  D8\D8

	 Platoon Element

	 	 HQ Element

	 	 1 x Lt. Preston with SA80 (D8\D10)

	 	 1 x Platoon Sergeant with SA80, mounted on quad bike with trailer

	 	 1 x Mortar Man with 51mm mortar and SA80

	 	 1 x Medic with 51mm mortar and SA80

	 	 1 x Female Engagement Officer with SA80

	 	 1 x Afghan National Army Interpreter with M16

	 	 Fireteam One Two Delta

	 	 1 x Fireteam Leader with SA80

	 	 1 x Gunner with Minimi (Lt. AP:1\AT:0)

	 	 1 x Grenadier with SA80\UGL (Lt. AP:1\AT:0)

	 	 1 x Rifleman with SA80 and Benelli Combat Shotgun

	 	 Fireteam Two One Charlie

	 	 1 x Section Leader with SA80

	 	 1 x Gunner with Minimi (Lt. AP:1\AT:0)

	 	 1 x Grenadier with SA80\UGL (Lt. AP:1\AT:0)

	 	 1 x Gunner with GPMG (Med. AP:2\AT:0)

	 	 Fireteam Two One Delta

	 	 1 x Fireteam Leader with SA80

	 	 1 x Gunner with Minimi (Lt. AP:1\AT:0)

	 	 1 x Grenadier with SA80\UGL (Lt. AP:1\AT:0)

	 	 1 x Designated Marksman with L129A1 DMR



	 	 GPMG Team (Weapon Team Bonus)

	 	 1 x Gunner with GPMG (Med. AP:2\AT:0)

	 	 1 x Assistant Gunner with SA80

	 	 Javelin Team (Weapon Team Bonus)

	 	 1 x Gunner with SA80 and Javelin ATGM (Hvy. AP4:\AT:4)

	 	 1 x Assistant Gunner with SA80

	 	 Sniper Team (Sniper Team Bonus)

	 	 1 x Sniper with L115A3

	 	 1 x Spotter with SA80

	 EOD Team

	 	 1 x EOD Team Leader with SA80 and military working dog

	 	 1 x EOD Operator with SIG Sauer P226 pistol (Heavy body armour)

	 	 1 x EOD Operator with L129A1 DMR

	 	 1 x EOD Operator with SA80 and mine detector

	 	 Robot

	 Attached Vehicle

	 	 1 x Jackal 2

Set up the EOD team near the closest IED to the village.  The Medic starts in the 

marketplace, providing medical care for villagers, and may be accompanied by one 

fireteam (and attached to them) if desired.  The rest of the force must be deployed 

within a 12” square touching the edge of the village, without entering the village, 

near the EOD team’s location.  The remainder of the HQ element can be broken up 

and deployed attached to any other unit, or independently with the same 

restrictions as other units.


